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Significance: Accurately predicting wound healing trajectories is difficult for
wound care clinicians due to the complex and dynamic processes involved in
wound healing. Wound care teams capture images of wounds during clinical
visits generating big datasets over time. Developing novel artificial intelli-
gence (AI) systems can help clinicians diagnose, assess the effectiveness of
therapy, and predict healing outcomes.
Recent Advances: Rapid developments in computer processing have enabled
the development of AI-based systems that can improve the diagnosis and ef-
fectiveness of therapy in various clinical specializations. In the past decade, we
have witnessed AI revolutionizing all types of medical imaging like X-ray,
ultrasound, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, etc., but AI-
based systems remain to be developed clinically and computationally for high-
quality wound care that can result in better patient outcomes.
Critical Issues: In the current standard of care, collecting wound images on
every clinical visit, interpreting and archiving the data are cumbersome and
time consuming. Commercial platforms are developed to capture images,
perform wound measurements, and provide clinicians with a workflow for
diagnosis, but AI-based systems are still in their infancy. This systematic
review summarizes the breadth and depth of the most recent and relevant
work in intelligent image-based data analysis and system developments for
wound assessment.
Future Directions: With increasing availabilities of massive data (wound im-
ages, wound-specific electronic health records, etc.) as well as powerful computing
resources, AI-based digital platforms will play a significant role in delivering
data-driven care to people suffering from debilitating chronic wounds.

Keywords: artificial intelligence, deep learning, wound diagnosis, wound
measurement, wound systems
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Current literature lacks a
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developments for wound assessment.
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TRANSLATIONAL RELEVANCE

AI and machine learning tools will play a pro-
minent role in the practice of clinical medicine,
especially in wound care, due to the significant
advances in novel algorithms, computing power,
and the ability of big datasets generated from
multimodal imaging technologies and electronic
health records (EHRs). The current develop-
ments happening in AI will have immense trans-
lational significance that will enhance wound care
decisions.

CLINICAL RELEVANCE

Traditional diagnosis and management of
wounds require highly skilled clinicians and are
time consuming. AI-based diagnostic and prog-
nostic algorithms can help clinicians make in-
formed decisions based on big datasets to improve
wound management and patient outcomes. AI-
based digital platforms can be rapid, accurate, and
used in resource-limited settings or can support
wound care teams that are not extensively trained.

INTRODUCTION

Wound healing is a complex and dynamic phys-
iological process. Clinical presentations of wounds
include diabetic foot ulcers (DFU), arterial ulcers,
venous leg ulcers (VLUs), pressure ulcers (PUs),
surgical wounds, etc. More than 451 million people
in the world are affected by diabetes, and this
number is expected to increase to 693 million by
2045.1 About 15% of them are likely to develop a
DFU during their lifetime.2 Approximately 5–8% of
the world population suffers from venous disease,
and 1% of them will likely develop VLU.3,4 PU is
responsible for a high mortality rate (29%) among
elderly people.5 Management of acute and chronic
wounds is a challenge and burden to health care
systems. A recent retrospective analysis of Medi-
care beneficiaries in the United States demon-
strated that *8.2 million people had acute and
chronic wounds at an annual cost ranging from
$28.1 billion to $96.8 billion.6

Due to the shortage of well-trained wound spe-
cialists in primary7 and rural health care settings,8

many wound patients do not have access to spe-
cialized wound care and updated guidelines. De-
velopments of remote telemedicine systems can
significantly benefit patients in distant locations,
especially in rural areas with better diagnostic
advice, and this becomes more relevant in pan-
demics like COVID-19.9 With increasing uses of AI
technologies in health assessment (e.g., in psychi-

atry, psychology, and psychotherapy,10 in early
coronavirus detection,11 etc.), and portable devices
such as smartphones,12,13 it is now timely to de-
velop remote and intelligent diagnosis and prog-
nosis systems for wound care. An intelligent
system can be highly beneficial for wound care in
many ways: improved precision, reduced workload
and financial burden, standardized diagnosis and
management, and higher quality of patient care.14

To this end, we present this systematic review that
emphasizes computational methodologies behind
wound measurement and diagnosis with the latest
AI technologies.

Even though there is significant literature on
the research conducted in automated or semi-
automated measurement, diagnosis, and prognosis
of wounds, very little work is available to system-
atically review the state-of-the-art methods in this
emerging and interdisciplinary area. Existing re-
views in the wound care area are mostly focused
on wound-imaging techniques. Casas et al.,15 Mu-
kherjee et al.,16 Zhou,17 and Jayachandran et al.18

reviewed the optical wound imaging technologies
for assessing and monitoring wound healing. Sen-
sors were also reviewed with imaging systems
for wound healing by Dargaville et al.19 For wound
measurement and healing, telemedicine sys-
tems were reviewed by Chanussot-Deprez and
Contreras-Ruiz.20 Additionally, there are many
reviews on specific wound types (DFU, PU, etc.)
mainly focusing on clinical treatments.21–24 Al-
though these reviews discussed prior work on wound
statistics, characteristics, measurement, and treat-
ment planning, no automated approaches or sys-
tems were involved.

Overview
To measure and classify wounds intelligently

and make prognostic predictions depending on the
wound conditions, multimodality data are often
considered as inputs, including 2D images, three-
dimensional (3D) surface shapes and textures, and
texts (clinical notes, discharge summaries, and
other EHRs, etc.). Various algorithms (rule-based,
machine learning, and deep learning) will be dis-
cussed on feature extraction from 2D images and
3D shapes. These features are then passed as as-
sessment parameters to wound diagnosis models
for wound classification and tissue analysis. Fig-
ure 1 shows the overview of the reviewed wound
studies.

Literature search
We have searched popular databases (Scopus,

Web of Science, PubMed, ERIC, IEEE Xplore, Sci-
enceDirect) for articles published from January 1,
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1994, to May 4, 2021, to conduct our systematic
review. The keywords used for the search include
wound, wound assessment, wound measurement,
wound classification, wound features, wound fea-
ture extraction methods, wound predictors, wound
diagnosis, developed wound care systems, PU,
DFU, VLU, burn wound, and deep learning and
machine learning in wound care. In addition to
research articles, some wound care web portals and
applications are also reviewed. More than 300 re-
search articles have been reviewed manually, and
finally, 130 most related ones are selected to convey

our review to its fulfillment. We have excluded the
research on the clinical treatment of wounds, sig-
nificance of nonimage wound data, and wound
prognosis as the present survey is focused on the
computational and intelligent data analysis of
wounds and wound healing trajectory.

Basic concepts of methodology
Wound feature extraction and wound classification

involve lots of rule-based, machine learning, and deep
learning algorithms. We now present a summary of
these methods in the biomedical engineering field.

Figure 1. Survey overview, where state-of-the-art wound measurement works in both 2D and 3D are discussed first, followed by the discussion about wound
type classification and wound tissue type classification, and finally, state-of-the-art developed systems are discussed. 2D, two-dimensional; 3D, three-
dimensional. The picture is taken from our own AZH wound dataset (available at: https://github.com/uwm-bigdata).
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Rule-based algorithms require some manually
defined rules upon which decisions can be made.
For example, association rules are rule-based
machine learning methods depending on if-then
statements. Several rule-based methods are used
for processing medical data.25–27 Despite numer-
ous rule-based algorithms available for medical
(including wound) data processing, a new trend
that surpasses these methods in many fields is
machine learning.

Machine learning does not require handcrafted
rules; but instead, an algorithm or function is
learned from the given data. A machine learning
algorithm can be supervised or unsupervised. In a
supervised machine learning algorithm, the input
data and the corresponding output (labels) are
given; the algorithm learns itself to map the input
data to the corresponding output. Kotsiantis
et al.28 and Singh et al.29 reviewed some popular
supervised machine learning algorithms. On the
other hand, unsupervised machine learning works
with unlabeled data. Given only input data without
corresponding outputs, an unsupervised algorithm
learns the data pattern and divides them into dif-
ferent clusters. Olaode et al.30 reviewed some pop-
ular unsupervised machine learning algorithms.
Giger31 studied machine learning in medical im-
aging and mentioned some popular machine
learning algorithms in this field. In the present
review, we regard these machine learning algo-
rithms as traditional machine learning. By con-
trast, a more recent and powerful machine
learning method is known as deep learning, as
briefly overviewed below.

Deep learning, as a subset of machine learning
inspired by the human brain, does not require any
human-designed rules; instead, it demands a large
amount of data to map the given input to specific
labels (supervised learning) or clusters (unsuper-
vised learning). Voulodimos et al.32 surveyed deep
learning algorithms in the field of computer vision,
and they discussed some widely used algorithms as
popular deep learning methods for medical image
analysis.33 Bakator and Radosav34 reviewed some
deep learning methods in the field of medical di-
agnosis.

The current survey will review all three ap-
proaches (rule-based, machine learning, and deep
learning) for wound data processing. Region of in-
terest (ROI) extraction is discussed in ROI Ex-
traction section. Wound measurement and feature
extraction methods are discussed in Wound Mea-
surement Section. Wound Classification section
summarizes the work on wound classification. In
System Development section, we discuss some

state-of-the-art systems for wound care. Finally,
we conclude the review and make some remarks on
future directions in Conclusion and Future Work
section.

ROI EXTRACTION

The ROI indicates where a wound is in a wound
image. ROI extraction is considered as a pre-
processing step of wound segmentation and clas-
sification task. Automated ROI localization can
significantly make the work of the classifier (model
used for classification) and segmenter (model used
for segmentation) easier, improve their perfor-
mances, and ensure data privacy. While ROI is
used a lot in wound image segmentation and clas-
sification, automated ROI extraction is minimal.
Goyal et al.35 proposed methods for DFU detection
and localization on mobile devices. A total of 1,775
DFU images were used to test the SSD-MobileNet,
SSD-InceptionV2, Faster R-CNN with In-
ceptionV2, and R-FCN with Resnet 101 models for
wound localization. For evaluating the localization
performance, they used mean average precision
(mAP) and overlap percentage metrics. The best
mAP results were generated by Faster R-CNN with
the InceptionV2 model, and the best overlap per-
centage was generated by R-FCN with the Re-
sNet101 model. For smartphone applications, they
used the Faster R-CNN with InceptionV2 model on
an Android phone. The developed models had dif-
ficulties localizing the DFU with tiny sizes and
similar skin tones as the foot. In Anisuzzaman
et al.,36 the authors presented an automated
wound localizer from 2D wound images and de-
veloped an iOS mobile application to localize
wound images. A dataset containing 1,010 wound
images was used to test the YOLOv3, tiny-
YOLOv3, and SSD models. Several metrics, in-
cluding precision, recall, F1-score, and mAP, were
considered to evaluate the localization perfor-
mance. The best mAP results of 93.9% were gen-
erated by the YOLOv3 model. The authors also
used a publicly available dataset named Medetec to
show the robustness and reliability of the models.

WOUND MEASUREMENT

Wound measurement with some specific data
sources is a necessary and essential step for wound
diagnosis, detecting the treatment plan, and for
wound prognosis where wound healing trajectory
may be predicted ahead of time. Wound measure-
ment often involves wound feature extraction di-
vided into the following categories: feature
extraction from images (2D or 3D) and feature ex-
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traction from texts (structured texts such as EHR
and free texts). In in this study, feature extraction
means extracting important or necessary variables
from the original data (thus reducing the dimen-
sionality), which can be used for future processing;
for example: extracting wound area and color in-
formation from images that can be used for wound
healing prediction. In this review, we only consider
images as the feature source. The rest of this sec-
tion is focused on the state-of-the-art works related
to wound feature extraction. We shall discuss the
extracted features and their sources and methods
used for the feature extraction, dataset used for the
validation, and limitations of these methods.

Feature extraction from 2D images

Rule-based technique. Wound images provide
the most direct and comprehensive information for
physicians to diagnose a wound. There are some
rule-based methods for feature extraction from 2D
images by following human-defined rules for spe-
cific tasks. A rule-based algorithm was developed
by Pasero and Castagneri14 for automatic seg-
mentation of leg ulcers using mobile phone images
based on the classification of pixels into two classes:
‘‘background’’ and ‘‘not background’’. The RGB and
hue-saturation-value (HSV) color map values were
used to develop this classifier. Although the algo-
rithm has some advantages (low-cost devices and
fast speed), it cannot return the exact size of the
wound. The Sobel edge detection method has been
used to locate the affected area of ulceration,37

which can detect the wound’s location, size, and
shape. The wound and its location were detected
from thermal images by using color-based thermal
patterns in Kumar and Sudharsan.38 Various
methods (histogram equalization, Otsu threshold-
ing, and morphologic function) were used for ab-
normality detection of foot using a threshold
obtained from the histogram. Papazoglou et al.39

developed an algorithm based on image color
channels to determine areas of chronic wounds.
The detection process requires some user inter-
vention (manually traced wound edges). Wound
dimensions can be identified by an application
named WITA, developed by Filko et al.40 They used
an advanced statistical pattern recognition algo-
rithm based on color information to extract the
wound area. Ahmad Fauzi et al.41 proposed to
generate a red–yellow–black–white probability
map of an input image with a modified HSV model.
Poon and Friesen42 measured the wound size by
using mask images and camera calibration. They
also analyzed wound color for classification, but
they did not populate their model with training
data. Table 1 gives a summary of wound feature
extraction from 2D images by using rule-based
methods.

Machine learning technique. Traditional ma-
chine learning methods have also been used for
wound feature extraction from 2D images. A cas-
caded two-stage classifier was developed by Wang

Table 1. Wound feature(s) extraction from two-dimensional images using rule-based methods

Work/Research Extracted Features Method(s) Used Dataset Limitations

Pasero and
Castagneri14

Wound dimension A pixel-wise segmentation algorithm Dataset includes 35 images from 5
patients, followed for 4 months

Unable to return the exact size of the
wound.

Rao et al.37 Wound size, shape,
and location

Sobel edge detection algorithm Not specified No validation of the system was given
on any dataset.

Kumar and
Sudharsan38

Wound area
and location

Histogram equalization, Otsu
thresholding,
and morphological method

Own data containing four sets of foot
images

Very small data. Also requires thermal
camera to capture thermal images
whose quality depends on
controllable parameters (ambient
temperature, lighting, and air flow)

Papazoglou
et al.39

Wound area An algorithm based on the relative
color difference between the
wound and its surrounding skin

Wound images from both human (99
images) and animal (56 images)
studies were collected from a two-
year study at Drexel University

Not suitable for the detection of nearly
healed wound.

Filko et al.40 Wound area Advanced statistical pattern
recognition algorithm
based on color information

Not applicable The user has to select the wound
boundary manually.

Ahmad Fauzi
et al.41

Wound size RYKW probability mapping and
modified HSV model

Own dataset of 80 wound images, which
are captured at the Ohio State
University Comprehensive Wound
Center in a clinical setting.

For dark skins and in some rare cases
Caucasian skin leads to error.

Poon and
Friesen42

Wound size Image masking and camera
calibration

Not mentioned Results are not validated.

HSV, hue-saturation-value; RYKW, red–yellow–black–white.
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et al.43 based on a support vector machine (SVM) to
determine the area of DFU. They used simple lin-
ear iterative clustering (SLIC) algorithm to seg-
ment the image into superpixels, and then the color
and texture of these superpixels are passed as the
inputs of the classifiers. The first SVM classifier
does a binary classification of the wound and non-
wound regions. The incorrectly classified instances
are passed to the second SVM classifier to fine-tune
the classification. A multidimensional color histo-
gram sampling technique has been used by
Kolesnik and Fexa44 for segmenting wound re-
gions. This technique generates an efficient set of
feature vectors passed to the SVM classifier for
reliable segmentation of wound regions. Kolesnik
and Fexa45 investigated the robustness of the SVM
classifier and added textural features on the pre-
vious SVM-based wound segmentation methods.
They applied snake algorithms to adjust the initial
contour produced by the SVM. Wantanajittikul
et al.46 proposed a system to segment burnt wounds
from images. Cr-Transformation and Luv-
Transformation were applied to the input images
to remove the background and highlight the wound
region. The transformed images were segmented
with a pixel-wise Fuzzy C-mean clustering (FCM)
algorithm. Segmentation of wounds from color
images has been done by using an SVM classifier.47

Nine color features and one textual feature were
used as the input of the SVM classifier. Song and
Sacan48 extracted 49 features, including area,
centroid, minimum and maximum intensities,
from a wound image using K-means clustering,
edge detection, thresholding, and region growing
in grayscale and RGB images. These features were
filtered and grouped into a feature vector used
to train multilayered perceptrons and a radial
basis function neural network to identify the re-
gion of chronic wounds. Hani et al.49 applied the
independent component analysis algorithm on
preprocessed RGB images to generate hemoglobin-
based images, which were used as the input of
K-means clustering to segment granulation tissues
from the wound images. These segmented areas
were utilized to assess the early stages of ulcer
healing by detecting the growth of granulation
tissue on the ulcer surface. Yadav et al.50 seg-
mented chronic wound areas with K-means clus-
tering and FCM algorithms. Their experiments
showed that FCM provided better results than
K-means clustering. Table 2 highlights some es-
sential factors of feature extraction from 2D images
by using traditional machine learning methods.

Deep learning technique. In recent years, deep
learning had also been used for wound feature ex-

Table 2. Wound feature(s) extraction from two-dimensional images using machine learning methods

Work/Research Extracted Features Method(s) Used Dataset Limitations

Wang et al.43 Wound area,
wound color,
and texture

SVM Own dataset consisting of high-resolution ulcer
images from 15 patients over a two-year
period

Images have been captured using image-capture-
box and image capture condition, including
illumination, foot position, and foot-to-camera
distance must be consistent.

Kolesnik and Fexa44 Wound area SVM Trained with 6 wound images and tested on
numerous images

Their method cannot produce a fine wound
contour compared with a clinician.

Kolesnik and Fexa45 Wound area SVM and Snake
algorithm

Own dataset with 50 training images and 23 test
images.

Very small dataset used. Maximum error was
45%. Even with both color and texture feature
SVM does not guarantee a good boundary
around wound.

Wantanajittikul
et al.46

Wound area Cr-Transformation,
Luv-Transformation,
and FCM

A dataset containing five burn images from
Department of Medical Services, Ministry of
Public Health, Thailand

Very small dataset has been used.

Kolesnik and Fexa47 Wound area SVM Video of several wound patients’ wound
condition over several months. One patient’s
three months’ video gives at least 12 images

Illumination variations (brightness, lighting, etc.)
can affect the performance of the system.
Cannot make a wound boundary as good as
(manual boundary of) a clinician.

Song and Sacan48 Wound area MLP and RBF A dataset containing wound images of 19
patients, collected by Drexel University from
2006 to 2008

The robustness and reliability are yet be ensured
on a bigger dataset. Determination of MLP’s
parameters follows no clear rules.

Hani et al.49 Wound area K-means clustering A dataset containing wound color images,
captured at Hospital Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

A small dataset has been used. The algorithm
cannot detect all granulation regions due to
specular reflections.

Yadav et al.50 wound area K-means and Fuzzy
C-means clustering

Medetec Medical Image Database Relatively small dataset has been used and the
average accuracy (72.54% to 75.23%) was not
so good.

MLP, multilayered perceptrons; RBF, radial basis function; SVM, support vector machine.
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traction. DFU segmentation has been done by us-
ing a fully convolutional neural network (FCN).51

The authors applied transfer learning and used
FCN-AlexNet, FCN-32s, FCN-16s, and FCN-8s
(VGG-16 based networks) as their pertained net-
works. They claimed to present the largest DFU
dataset with annotated ground truth containing
705-foot images. The segmentation result is de-
rived from the pixels classified as wounds. By
testing different FCN architectures, they achieved
a Dice coefficient (metrics to calculate the area
overlap between original and predicted labels) of
79.4%. Wang et al.52 estimated wound areas by
segmenting wounds with the vanilla FCN archi-
tecture. With time-series data consisting of the
estimated wound areas and corresponding images,
the wound healing progress is predicted by a
Gaussian process regression function. However,
the mean Dice accuracy of the segmentation is only
evaluated to 64.2%. Liu et al.53 proposed a new
FCN architecture for wound segmentation. A dice
accuracy of 91.6% is achieved on their dataset with
950 images taken under an uncontrolled lighting
environment and complex background. Li et al.54

developed a model that combined traditional
methods with deep learning for wound segmenta-
tion. First, they removed the background depend-
ing on the Cr channel, then did some preprocessing
and segmented the wound using MobileNet, and
finally, they applied some semantic corrections.

In Wang et al.,55 the authors compared SegNet,
VGG16, U-Net, Mask-RCNN, and MobileNetV2 on
their dataset containing over 1,000 wound images
with pixel-level annotations. The experiments
proposed a novel convolutional framework based
on MobileNetV2 and connected component labeling

to segment wound areas. Their model achieved a
Dice coefficient of 94%. Figure 2 shows the seg-
mentation pipeline of this approach that takes
wound images as input and segments the wound
boundaries providing accurate area measure-
ments. Rania et al.56 performed wound area seg-
mentation using U-Net, V-Net, and SegNet models.
They used a database named ESCALE, containing
92 high-resolution chronic wound images for
training, and tested their models on 22 DFU im-
ages. The training data were augmented using ro-
tation, flipping, translation, and zooming, which
produced 276 augmented images. The highest ac-
curacy, IoU, and Dice coefficient are reported for
the U-Net model as 94.96%, 94.86%, and 97.25%,
respectively. In Muñoz et al.,57 the authors seg-
mented DFU images of patients treated with the
Heberprot-P using the Mask R-CNN network. The
dataset contains 1,176 images of DFU patients.
The authors applied the transfer learning ap-
proach. The model was trained with 520 images
and validated on 480 images. The authors claimed
that visual inspection by medical specialists
showed excellent results. A quantitative compari-
son was demonstrated on six images, and the ac-
curacy of each image varies from 93.90% to 98.01%.
Table 3 summarizes deep learning methods in the
field of feature extraction from 2D wound images.

Feature extraction from 3D models
The use of 3D shapes for wound measurement

provides some advantages: (1) avoidance of tedious
work like molding or serum injection for wound
volume measurement; (2) higher accuracy of the
area and volume measurements due to the third
dimension.58,59 Bowling et al.9 developed a 3D

Figure 2. Deep learning neural network for wound segmentation. The neural network, once trained on a large number of labeled wound images, can take a
wound image as input and segment the wounded region to measure the area of the wound. Image courtesy of Wang et al.55
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wound modeling system that can help a clinician
remotely measure some wound features (length,
depth, volume, surface area, surface curvature,
and color) through manual interaction by using a
computer mouse. This study shows that a clinician
can remotely assess and accurately measure a di-
abetic foot wound by viewing the 3D images.
Wound areas, volumes, and outlines were ex-
tracted from a 3D model by Wannous et al.60 and
validated for robustness and reliability on their
dataset. Chang et al.61 measured wound length,
width, depth, surface, and volume from a 3D sur-
face model. They constructed a 3D model of the
wound with texture mapping from the RGB wound
segmentation and depth view, where wound size
can be measured directly. Albouy et al.62 developed
a system that can construct a 3D wound model from
a pair of images, from which wound inner volumes
can be measured. An average plane of the wound
surface was calculated using the least squares al-
gorithm on the external boundary of the wound.
The wound is then closed by this average plane to
calculate the inner volume. Treuillet et al.63 re-
constructed the textured 3D surface of PUs from
two views, where no camera placement informa-
tion was given. They proposed an improved version
of the structure from motion algorithm, which can
be carried out in four stages. By closing the wound
surface with a plane, wound volume can be mea-
sured with a triangulation-based volume calcu-

lation from this 3D model. Pavlov�ci�c et al.64

developed a system to measure wound perimeters,
areas, and volumes using laser-line triangulation,
color acquisition, and edge detection algorithms.
First, the color information of the 3D surface is
converted into a 2D color image, and then the
wound edge is detected, followed by an approxi-
mation of healthy skin and volume determination.

Shah et al.58 compared different methods for
wound measurements by using rulers, 2D, and 3D
imaging methods. Wound volumes were calculated
from 3D volumetric measurement software from
the acquired 3D scanner data. Plassmann and
Jones 65 developed a 3D wound measurement
(area and volume) system named Measurement of
Area and Volume Instrument System (MAVIS)
using color-coded structured light. MAVIS showed
good performance on the wound area and volume
measurement than other systems and methods. On
the next version of this system (MAVIS II),66 a
camera takes two images of a wound from slightly
different viewpoints. To measure the wound di-
mensions, including areas, volumes, and depths,
special software has been used to scan both images
pixel by pixel. Barone et al.67 used a 3D optical
scanner based on structured light integrated with a
thermal imager for wound measurements. Kecelj-
Leskovec et al.68 developed a handheld laser-based
3D wound measuring device to compute wound
perimeters, areas, and volumes. The device is

Table 3. Wound feature(s) extraction from two-dimensional images using deep learning methods

Work/Research Extracted Features Method(s) Used Dataset Limitations

Goyal et al.51 Wound area
and dimension

FCNs Own DFU dataset with 705 images The network is not able to detect small
wounds and tend to draw smooth
contours and struggled to draw irregular
boundaries to perform accurate
segmentation.

Wang et al.52 Wound area Vanilla FCN architecture NYU Wound Database with over 8,000 high-
resolution wound images and
corresponding medical records.

The mean Dice accuracy of the segmentation
is only evaluating to 64.2%.

Liu et al.53 Wound area A new FCN architecture with
a replacement of the decoder
of the vanilla FCN.

Own dataset with 950 wound images. Images in their dataset are annotated with
watershed algorithm automatically. This
means that their system is learning how
watershed algorithm label wounds in the
images instead of learning from human
specialists.

Li et al.54 Wound area Combination of traditional
methods and DNN (MobileNet)

Own dataset containing 950 wound images,
collected from internet (Medetec Medical
Image Database) and hospital

Some nonskin backgrounds are misjudged as
wounds. Provides too smooth
segmentation results. The developed
model is complex.

Wang et al.55 Wound area A novel convolutional framework
based on MobileNetV2

Own dataset containing over 1,000 wound
images, collected from AZH center

Dataset is built mostly with DFU images.
Lack of other types of wounds.

Rania et al.56 Wound area U-Net ESCALE dataset containing 92 chronic
wounds images

The test set contain only 22 images and the
model was trained for 5 epochs.

Muñoz et al.57 Wound area Mask R-CNN network A dataset contains 1,176 DFU images Quantitative comparison shown only for 6
images and not on the whole test set

DFU, diabetic foot ulcer; FCM, Fuzzy C-mean clustering; FCNs, fully convolutional neural networks.
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noninvasive, fast, small, and easy to handle.
Gardner et al.69 examined the reliability of wound
volume measurement on DFU images by using
VeVMD software. Although they find this software
reliable, the accuracy of volume measurement has
not been examined. Anghel et al.70 developed a 3D
wound measurement device for wound length,
width, area, depth, and volume measurements.
They used an interactive graph cut algorithm for
segmentation, the largest rectangle encapsulation
(of the wound boundary) for length and width
measurement, and a depth map (of 2D images)
with depth values at pixel positions for volume
measurement. Although they have found promis-
ing results for wound area measurements, wound

depth and volume accuracy were not high. Darwin
et al.71 developed a 3D device for wound length,
width, depth, perimeter, area, and volume mea-
surements. They also used the interactive graph
cut algorithm for segmentation and depth values
for volume calculation. Their system needs manual
interventions: encircling the ROI (wound) and se-
lecting two reference points (wound and non-
wound). Table 4 gives a summary of various
methods for 3D wound measurements.

Practical significance
Wound measurements are key determinants of

the clinical course of action and management and
there are no standardized approaches to wound

Table 4. Wound feature(s) extraction from three-dimensional models

Work/Research Extracted Features Method(s) Used Dataset Limitations

Bowling et al.9 Wound length, depths,
volume, surface area,
surface curvature,
and colors

Using the computer mouse user
marked up the most important
features on the wound image

A dataset containing 20
different wounds at two
centers

A small dataset has been used. A manual
measurement system has been applied on the
3D model.

Shah et al.58 Wound volume 3D Reimann Sum Six wound-shaped clay plates Result is not validated on real world (wound)
data.

Wannous et al.60 Wound area and
volume, wound
outline

Mathematical calculations from 3D
model, which is a mesh of
elementary triangles

Own dataset of chronic wounds
containing several hundreds
of color images

The manual viewpoint selection, some lighting
conditions, and the random nature of 3D
reconstruction harm the reliability of the
results.

Chang et al.61 Wound length, width,
depth, surface,
volume

3D surface mesh building from
wound segmentation and depth
view

Dataset contains 133
assessment sessions from 23
subjects

A small evaluation data has been used.

Albouy et al.62 Wound inner volume 3D modeling and least squares
algorithm to cover the wound
surface

Dataset contains 16 pairs of
images for volumetric
measurement

Images are collected in controlled environment
(ring flash was used and a color pattern is also
used for suppressing color shifts). The color
pattern is also used for volume measurement.

Treuillet et al.63 Wound volume Triangulation-based volume
calculation and SFM algorithm for
3D reconstruction

Only two image pairs have been
used for test purpose

Very small dataset has been used. Wound
outlining (required) has been done with
manual tracing.

Pavlov�ci�c et al.64 Wound perimeter, area,
volume

Laser-line triangulation, Canny edge
detector, GrowCut and GrabCut
segmentation algorithms

Four different wounds Very small dataset used. The developed system
is not ideal for clinical environment.

Plassmann and
Jones65

Wound area, volume Structured light approach and Cubic
spline interpolation.

Own dataset of 50 patients,
collected by a clinical trail

The system does not work well for very deep and
very large wounds.

Barone et al.67 Wound area, volume Structured light approach Own dataset containing wound
data of seven different leg
ulcer patients

Result validated on small data. The system is
expensive.

Kecelj-Leskovec
et al.68

Wound perimeter, area,
volume

Multiple-line laser triangulation;
rainbow color palette (depth
measurement)

Dataset has been collected from
8 patients containing 15 VLUs

Measurement of flat wound, wound edge, and
wounds with irregularities on surrounding skin
is imprecise.

Gardner et al.69 Wound volume,
circumference,
surface area, depth

VeVMD software (mathematical
formula for an elliptical spheroid)

Dataset contains images of 33
patients with DFU

Tracing the wound edge is hard. DFU is uniform
in size and shape than other types of wounds,
which may show more error in measurement
(of other wound types).

Anghel et al.70 Wound length, width,
area, depth, volume

3DWM device (interactive graph cuts
algorithm, largest rectangle
encapsulation, a depth map with
depth values at pixel positions)

Dataset includes images of 45
wounds from 31 patients

The ICC is low for depth and volume
measurement.

Darwin et al.71 Wound length, width,
depth, perimeter,
area, volume

A 3D device (interactive graph cuts
algorithm, depth values
representation)

Dataset includes images of 23
different kinds of wounds
from 19 patients

Manual encircling of the region of interest
(wound) is needed for 3D transformation.

3D, three-dimensional; 3DWM, three-dimensional wound measurement; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; SFM, structure from motion; VLUs, venous leg
ulcers.
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measurement. All the above-discussed machine
learning or deep learning-based systems can im-
prove the accuracy and consistency of wound
measurements, while reducing the workload of
specialized wound care teams. While the use of
contact manual methods to measure wound di-
mensions increases the discomfort of patients and
the chances of infections, the above-mentioned
systems can perform wound measurements non-
contact. Manually measuring wounds needs clini-
cal expertise and the inter-rater variability is high,
while automated systems (once integrated to a
device) does not need such expertise and interob-
server agreement is high. Overweight and obese
individuals are at a higher risk of developing
chronic wounds and they require constant access to
care and this is challenging for these patients. AI-
based systems can remotely measure wounds and
can communicate with providers regarding the
trajectory of healing and these systems can be in-
tegrated to tele-health platforms to provide care to
resource-limited settings. There are commercially
available systems like SWIFT72 and eKare73 that
are used in thousands of wound clinics in the
United States and worldwide.73,74

WOUND CLASSIFICATION

In this section, we shall discuss the state-of-the-
art wound diagnosis models based on wound im-
ages. Specifically, we will consider two research
problems. The first is wound type classification
that classifies a wound as a whole into different
types (e.g., venous, diabetic, pressure, etc.) or dif-
ferent conditions (e.g., ischemia vs. nonischemia,
infection vs. noninfection). The characterization of
a wound is an essential step of wound diagnosis.
The second problem considered is wound tissue
classification that analyzes the characteristics of
each pixel or a group of pixels (called superpixels)
in an image so that pixels can be assigned to dif-
ferent tissue types (e.g., granulation, slough, ne-
crotic, etc.). Important diagnosis questions may be
answered through the given tissue composition.

Wound type classification

Traditional machine learning methods. Wang
et al.52 proposed a method for wound infection de-
tection and healing status prediction where the
ConvNet generated the features. They designed a
binary classifier that fed extracted features into an
SVM classifier. The output of the SVM classifier
shows whether the wound is infected or not. Fi-
nally, they used a Gaussian process regression to

predict the changes of wound areas for the future.
An SVM-based machine learning method has been
developed by Yadav et al.75 for burn diagnosis from
burn images in the BIP_US database. They used
color, texture, and depth features to train their
classifier to classify three types of burns: superfi-
cial dermal, deep dermal, and full-thickness burn.
Abubakar et al.76 proposed a machine learning-
based approach to distinguish between burn
wounds and PUs. They used pretrained deep ar-
chitectures like VGG-face, ResNet101, and Re-
sNet152 to extract the features from the images
and then fed them into an SVM classifier for clas-
sifying the images into burn or pressure wound
classes. The dataset they used in this study
includes 29 pressure and 31 burn wound images
obtained from the internet and a hospital, respec-
tively. After augmentation, they had three cate-
gories: burn, pressure, and healthy skin, with 990
sample images in each class. Several experiments,
including binary classification (burn or pressure)
and three-class classification (burn, pressure, and
healthy skin), were conducted with the accuracy
value of 99.9% as their best classification accuracy
using ResNet152 for both binary and three-class
classification problems.

Three types of burn depths (superficial dermal,
deep dermal, and full-thickness) were detected by
Serrano et al.77 First, they segmented the images
by transforming them into the L*u*v* color space
and applying filter smoothing, distance calcula-
tion, and thresholding on the new images. Next,
they extracted 16 color and texture descriptors
from the segmented images, fed them to the fuzzy-
ARTMAP neural network for three-type burn
classification. In another study, Serrano et al.78

used multidimensional scaling analysis (MDS) to
obtain physical features from images, which are
then translated to mathematical features such as
chroma, outliers, hue, skewness, and kurtosis.
These features are then passed to the SVM classi-
fier to classify burns that do not need grafts (heal
spontaneously) and burns that need grafts. Burns
BIP_US Database was used for their experiment.
Although they achieved high sensitivity (0.97), the
accuracy (79.73%) and specificity (0.60) were lack-
ing. Pinero et al.79 classified burn images into five
classes: superficial dermal (blisters), superficial
dermal (red), deep dermal, full-thickness (beige),
and full-thickness (brown); by using color and
texture features. They selected six features (light-
ness, hue, SD of hue, u* chrominance, SD of v*, and
skewness of lightness) using a sequential back-
ward selection method and fed them to a Fuzzy-
ARTMAP neural network for five-class wound
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classification. In another study, Acha et al.80 used
MDS to obtain physical features (amount of pink,
texture of the color, and colorfulness) from 2D im-
ages, which were then translated to mathematical
features and passed to the K-nearest neighbor
classifier to classify three types of burn (superficial
dermal, deep dermal, and full-thickness).

Deep learning methods. Deep learning has
been adopted for wound diagnosis. One of the ad-
vantages of deep learning models is that manually
crafted features are no longer explicitly required as
part of the model design. A novel convolutional
neural network (CNN) architecture named DFU-
Net was developed by Goyal et al.81 for binary
classification of healthy and DFU skin classes.
They applied a machine learning algorithm for
feature extraction on a dataset of 397 DFU images.
Nilsson and Velic82 proposed a method for ulcer
image classification by CNNs. This study used a
pretrained VGG-19 network to classify the ulcer
images into two categories: venous or nonvenous
ulcer on a dataset of 300 images annotated by a
wound specialist. Data preprocessing as well as
data augmentation were conducted before the
network training. Shenoy et al.83 proposed a CNN-
based method for binary classification of wound
images. In this study, they used a dataset of 1,335
wound images that were collected through smart-
phones or downloaded from the internet. The au-
thors considered nine different labels for the
dataset, and for each label, two subcategories
(positive and negative) were considered. They used
a modified version of the VGG16 network as the
classifier, named WoundNet, pretrained using the
ImageNet dataset. In addition, the researchers
created another network called Deepwound, an
ensemble model that averages the results of three
individual models.

Deep learning was used by Despo et al.84 for ef-
ficient burn classification, where they built an end-
to-end deep learning model independent of any
specific features of burn wounds. Also, they pro-
posed a new wound dataset, including 929 images,
most of which were obtained from a medical center,
while the rest were collected from the internet.
They defined four labels for the dataset images:
superficial, superficial/deep partial thickness, full-
thickness, and undebrided. In the first step, the
authors classified the images into burn or no-burn
categories. The second step was related to sepa-
rating the wound area from the rest of the image.
In the final step, they classified the burn wound
into different classes showing depth levels of each
one. The authors used a modified FCN, which was

built upon the VGG-16 network. Alzubaidi et al.85

proposed a novel deep CNN, DFU_QUTNet, for
binary patch classification of normal skin versus
abnormal skin (DFU). They also introduced a new
dataset consisting of 754-foot images collected from
a diabetic hospital center in Iraq. They generated
542 normal patches and 1,067 patches with DFU.
The augmentation step multiplied the training
samples by 13, using transformations like flipping,
rotating, and scaling. The performance of their pro-
posed method was compared with those of other deep
CNN like GoogLeNet, VGG16, and AlexNet.

A deep learning-based method was proposed by
Rostami et al.86 to classify burn wound images into
more than two categories based on the wound
conditions. A pretrained deep CNN, AlexNet, was
used as the classifier and fine tuned using a burn
wound image dataset called BIP_US. The classifi-
er’s performance is evaluated using classification
metrics such as accuracy, precision, and recall, as
well as confusion matrix. A comparison with pre-
vious works in the literature on the same dataset
showed that the designed classifier improved the
binary classification accuracy by more than 8%.
Rostami et al.87 proposed an end-to-end ensemble
DCNN-based classifier to classify the entire wound
images into multiple classes, including surgical,
diabetic, and venous ulcers. The output classifica-
tion scores of two classifiers based on patch-wise
and image-wise strategies are fed into a Multi-
Layer Perceptron to provide a superior classifier.
Additionally, a new dataset of real wound images
containing 538 images from four different types of
wounds was introduced in this research. Maximum
and average classification accuracy values of 96.4%
and 94.28% for binary and 91.9% and 87.7% for
three-class classification problems were obtained.
Figure 3 shows the pipeline of wound image clas-
sification using the above. Sarp et al.88 classified
chronic wounds into four classes (diabetic, lym-
phovascular, pressure injury, and surgical) using
an explainable artificial intelligence approach to
provide transparency on the neural network. The
dataset contains 8,690 wound images collected
from eKare, Inc., Mirroring, rotation, and hori-
zontal flip augmentations were used to increase the
number of images and balance the number of im-
ages in each class. Transfer learning on the VGG16
network was used as the classifier model. The au-
thors reported an average F1-score of 0.76 as the
test result. The XIA technique can provide expla-
nation and transparency for the wound image
classifier and why the model would think a par-
ticular class may be present. Table 5 gives a sum-
mary of wound type classification.
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Wound tissue classification

Traditional machine learning meth-
ods. Wannous et al.60 developed a multiview
strategy for tissue classification (granulation,
slough, and necrosis) based on an SVM classifier,
relying on a 3D model where tissue labels were
mapped, and classification results are merged. In
this work, the single view classification results are
combined into multiview 3D models. A multiclass
classification has been done by Veredas et al.89 for
wound-bed tissue recognition by using three ma-
chine learning approaches. They used the k-means
clustering method for the segmentation part and
then utilized three different classifiers, including
neural networks, SVM, and random forest (RF)
decision trees for the classification part. They used
a dataset of 113 PU wound images. They reported
high accuracy rates for the classifiers using SVM
and RF trees but the lowest with neural networks.
Veredas et al.90 classified five types of tissue (ne-
crotic, slough, granulation, healing, and skin) in
wound regions using a hybrid approach consisting
of neural networks and Bayesian classifiers. A
four-stage cascaded binary classification was per-
formed by neural networks followed by a Bayesian
classifier. Wannous et al.91 classified three types of
wound tissue (granulation, slough, and necrosis)
using an SVM region classifier, with color and
texture as input. Using the sequential selection
forward method, they found 20 descriptors to be
more relevant for the classifier. Mukherjee et al.92

classified three types of wound tissue (granulation,
necrotic, and slough) using Bayesian and SVM
classifiers. They considered six types of wounds
(burn, DFU, malignant ulcer, pyoderma gang-
renosum, VLU, and PU) from their database. Their
experiment showed that SVM provided the best
result. Wannous et al.93 classified four types of
tissue (granulation, slough, necrosis, and healthy
skin) using color and texture features as input to
the SVM region classifier. Their experiment
showed that the segmentation-driven classification
approach was more suitable than the pixel-based
approach. Their following work94 continued
segmentation-driven classification of four tissue
types by using color and texture features as input
to the C-SVM classifier. Their developed tool en-
sures stability under various lighting conditions,
viewpoints, and camera settings.

Deep learning methods. Zahia et al.95 proposed
a method for tissue analysis of pressure wound
images using deep CNNs, trained and tested on a
dataset of 22 PU images. For each image, the
ground truth labels for pixels were specified by
specialists. As a preprocessing task, the authors
extracted the ROI from the original wound image,
removed the flashlight from the images, and ex-
tracted patches of 5 · 5 pixels from each ROI. These
patches and their ground truth labels were fed into
the CNN model for training the network to predict
three types of wound tissue (granular, slough, and

Figure 3. Wound classification process. Both whole wound images (top left) and extracted regions of interest (bottom left) are taken as input to the ensemble
neural network for training and testing. The model can classify each wound image into the corresponding wound type. FC, fully connected; MLP, multilayered
perceptrons. Image courtesy of Rostami et al.87
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necrotic) from an input image. Based on the results
reported, the slough tissue is the most challenging
tissue to classify. Rajathi et al.96 proposed a CNN-
based method for tissue classification of varicose
ulcer wound images. The dataset used in this study
included around 1,250 varicose ulcer images col-
lected at a medical college in India and labeled by
wound specialists. Their method is similar to the
approach used by Zahia et al.,95 which includes
three phases: data preprocessing, active contour
segmentation for selecting the wound area from the
skin, and CNN-based classification of the input
image. In the preprocessing step, they removed the
flashlight from the images using thresholding and
extracted the ROI. Then, they used a four-layer
CNN to classify wound tissue into four different
types (granulation, slough, epithelial, and necrotic),

based on the patches of 5 · 5 pixels generated
from the ground truth and the segmented wound
image. Nejati et al.97 proposed a deep learning-
based method to analyze chronic wound tissue and
classify it into one of the seven classes: necrotic,
healthy granulation, slough, infected, unhealthy
granulation, hypergranulation, and epithelializa-
tion. They used a pretrained AlexNet architecture
for feature extraction from the wound tissue and
then fed them into an SVM patch-level classifier for
classification. The used dataset includes only 350
images. Pasero and Castagneri98 expanded their
segmentation work8 into tissue classification using
a self-organizing map and a bigger dataset.

Blanco et al.99 proposed a method for dermato-
logical wound image analysis, named QTDU, using
deep learning models and superpixel-driven seg-

Table 5. Wound type classification

Work/Research Classification Used Features Used Method(s) Dataset

Wang et al.52 Binary classification of Infected and noninfected
wound

Extracted feature from
CNN

SVM NYU Wound Database with over 8,000
high-resolution wound images and
corresponding medical records

Yadav et al.75 Three types of burn: superficial dermal, deep
dermal, and full-thickness burn

Color, texture, and depth SVM Burns BIP_US Database

Abubakar et al.76 Binary classification of burn wounds and PUs Feature extracted from
VGG-face,
ResNet101, and
ResNet152

SVM A dataset containing 29 pressure and 31
burn images

Serrano et al.77 Three types of burn (superficial dermal, deep
dermal, and full thickness) classification

Color and texture Fuzzy-ARTMAP neural
network

A dataset containing 38 images from 22
patients

Serrano et al.78 Two type of burns: burns that do not need grafts
and burns that need grafts

Color and texture (hue,
chroma, kurtosis a*,
skewness b*)

SVM Burns BIP_US Database Dataset
contains 20 training images and 74
testing images

Pinero et al.79 Five types of burn: superficial dermal (blisters),
superficial dermal (red), deep dermal, full-
thickness (beige), and full-thickness (brown)

Color and texture Fuzzy-ARTMAP neural
network

A dataset containing 250 (49 · 49)
images for feature selection and 62
(1536 · 1024) burn images for testing

Acha et al.80 Three burn types: superficial dermal, deep
dermal, and full thickness

Mathematical features
extracted from MDS
physical
characteristics

KNN A dataset containing 20 burn images for
feature extraction and 74 test images

Goyal et al.81 Binary classification of normal and abnormal
(with diabetic ulcer) classes

Not applicable A novel CNN architecture
named DFUNet

DFU dataset with 397 foot images (292
abnormal and 105 normal cases)

Nilsson and Velic82 Binary Classification of venous or nonvenous
ulcer

Not applicable A pretrained VGG-19
network

A dataset with 300 images with
specialist annotation

Shenoy et al.83 Binary classification of each of the following nine
labels: wound, infection (SSI), granulation
tissue, fibrinous exudates, open wound,
drainage, steri strips, staples, and sutures

Not applicable WoundNet (modified version
of VGG-16) and
Deepwound (an ensemble
model)

A dataset containing 1,335 wound
images, collected through
smartphones and internet

Despo et al.84 Four type of burn depths: superficial, partial
thickness, full thickness, and undebrided

Not applicable FCN BURNED containing 929 burn images

Alzubaidi et al.85 Binary classification of normal skin and abnormal
skin (diabetic ulcer)

Not applicable A novel deep CNN
(DFU_QUTNet)

A dataset containing 754 foot images

Rostami et al.86 Three type of burn depths: full thickness, deep
dermal, and super ficial dermal

Not applicable AlexNet BIP US Dataset

Rostami et al.87 Four wound classes: diabetic, pressure, surgical,
and venous, and normal skin, and background

Not Applicable An end-to-end ensemble
DCNN

A dataset containing 400 wound images,
collected from the AZH Wound and
Vascular Center

Sarp et al.88 Four wound classes: diabetic, lymphovascular,
pressure injury, and surgical

Not applicable VGG 16 A dataset containing 8,690 wound
images collected from the eKare, Inc

CNN, convolutional neural network; KNN, K-nearest neighbor; MDS, multidimensional scaling analysis; PUs, pressure ulcers.
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mentation. In this study, they used a dataset with
217 arterial and venous wound images from lower
limbs. The method includes three main steps. The
first step includes labeling the images, construct-
ing, and augmenting the superpixels. They pro-
vided 44,893 superpixels, each labeled with one of
four classes: fibrin, granulation, necrosis, and not
wound. The second step is data processing and
training, in which two deep CNNs (ResNet and
InceptionV3) were trained, and six additional lay-
ers were added to the end of these deep architec-
tures. The output of the final layer gives the tissue
labels. They concluded that the networks pre-
trained on the ImageNet dataset were trained
faster than the architectures with random weights.
In the last step, the pixel-wise wound quantifica-
tion masks were generated. In addition, the au-
thors said that their proposed method generated
better results by using the ResNet architecture
compared with the Inceptionv3 model. Goyal
et al.100 used traditional machine learning, deep
learning, and ensemble CNN models for binary
classification of ischemia versus nonischemia and
infection versus noninfection on DFU images. The
authors developed a dataset containing 1,459 DFU
images that two health care professionals labeled.
For traditional machine learning, the authors used
BayesNet, Random Forest, and Multilayer per-
ceptron. Three CNN networks (InceptionV3, Re-
sNet50, and InceptionResNetV2) were used as
deep-learning approaches. The ensemble CNN
contains an SVM classifier, which takes the bot-
tleneck features of three CNN networks as input.
The test evaluation shows that traditional machine
learning methods perform the worst, followed by
deep-learning networks, while the ensemble CNN
performs the best in both binary classifications.
The authors reported an accuracy of 90% for ische-
mia classification and 73% for infection classification.

Niri et al.101 performed wound tissue classifica-
tion into three classes: necrosis, granulation, and
slough by using a superpixel-wise FCN approach.
The dataset contains 219 wound images of different
types (DFU, VLU, bed sores, etc.). First, they seg-
mented the wound using the U-Net model117; then
they generated superpixels using the SLIC meth-
od. Next, each superpixel was given to the network
(FCN-32) for prediction, followed by assigning a
class label to each superpixel depending on the
dominant color (red, yellow, or black). The au-
thors reported sensitivity, specificity, precision,
and DICE score for test evaluation, and the DICE
scores for necrosis, slough, and granulation are
59.71%, 77.50%, and 72.71%, respectively. Table 6
gives a summary of the wound tissue classification.

Practical significance
Wound assessment, which classifies wound is a

basic tenet of wound care. Lack of trained clinicians
and specialists in wound care102 pose a significant
clinical challenge in identifying and classifying
wounds, which determines the algorithm for
management. As wound classification is a key step
in wound diagnosis, having a high-performance
automated classifier can assist or complement
wound specialists at different stages in their career
and training to classify wound types with limited
resources.87 When determining the presence and
proportions of tissue types in the wound bed, even
the outcome of expert wound care clinicians is very
poor. Ramachandram and Cassata analysis indi-
cates very poor inter-rater agreement in deter-
mining the presence and regions of various tissue
types, as low as 0.014 (Krippendorff alpha value)
for epithelial tissue.102 This can greatly compro-
mise diagnosis and treatment decisions, as well
as healing outcome. In this scenario, the above-
discussed automated (machine learning or deep
learning powered) wound tissue-type classifier can
have significant practical benefits in the clinical
setting. Commercially available machine-learning-
and deep-learning-based systems to classify
wounds and wound tissue types are still in its in-
fancy. Systems like WoundViewer103 and Tissue
Analytics104 provide some basic classification al-
gorithms and are used in the United States as
a deep-learning-based wound tissue classification
platform.

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

In addition to the rich research in wound mea-
surement and assessment, several systems in-
volving hardware and software developments are
available for commercial and academic uses. Some
telemedical treatment systems require UMTS (3G)
videophone with patients and home-visiting nurses
on one side and internet-based patient records and
communication systems on the other (physician)
side. Although some studies were done on these
systems,105–108 they are not intelligent and have
some limitations (e.g., extra cost and time sched-
uling of home-visiting nurses), which can be over-
come with intelligent systems. To this end, this
section will be focused on physical devices and in-
telligent systems for wound assessments.

Wound imaging devices
Some foot imaging devices have been developed

for wound assessment. Bus et al.109 developed a
physical foot imaging device for diabetic patients,
but they can only take photos of planter surfaces.
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Hazenberg et al.110 examined the feasibility of a
photographic foot imaging device (PFID) for DFU
with few patients. In another study,111 Hazenberg
and his team obtained foot temperature with in-
frared thermometer and foot images with PFID
device to demonstrate the validity and reliability of
foot infection diagnosis. This device can capture the
image of a diabetic foot, which a wound specialist
can remotely assess. Nemeth et al.112 developed a
physical device with integrated mobile software to
measure the wound area, but this device has limi-
tations such as battery problems, software bugs,
uneven ambient lighting, etc. Aldaz et al.113 de-
veloped a hand-free chronic wound-imaging device
with Google Glass and an android application
named SnapCap. Their system includes voice
command, head tilting, and double blinking for
wound image capturing. Table 7 presents a sum-
mary of the wound imaging systems.

Computer-based wound analysis systems

2D wound analysis systems. Some computer/
desktop software tools have been developed for
wound assessments based on 2D images. Among
them, some wound systems are based on thermal
imaging because foot temperature is one of the es-
sential features in wound diagnosis. For example,
Liu et al.114 developed a system for detecting dia-
betic foot complications based on the simple
asymmetric analysis from thermal images between
left and right feet. For detecting inflammation and
predicting foot ulcers from asymmetric thermal
distribution analysis from two legs, an alternative
technique has been developed by Kaabouch et al.115

Netten et al.116 provided some important studies of
the intelligent telemedicine monitoring system by
creating computer software that can detect signs of
diabetic foot diseases by measuring temperature
from high-resolution infrared thermal images.

Table 6. Wound tissue classification

Work/Research Classification Used Features Used Method(s) Dataset

Wannous et al.60 Three tissue types: granulation, slough,
and necrosis

Color, texture SVM A database of chronic wounds containing
several hundreds of color images was
built with expert help

Veredas et al.89 Four tissue types: necrotic, slough,
healing, and granulation

Color, texture,
topological, and
morphological
descriptors

SVM, NN, and RF Own dataset of 113 wound images, captured
in noncontrolled illumination conditions.

Veredas et al.90 Five tissue types: skin, healing,
granulation, slough, and necrosis

Color, texture Multilayer perceptrons and
Bayesian classifiers

A dataset of 113 photographs containing all
the tissue types

Wannous et al.91 Three types of tissue: granulation,
slough, and necrosis

Color and texture SVM A dataset containing several hundred color
pictures

Mukherjee et al.92 Three types of tissue: granulation,
necrotic, and slough

Color and texture Bayesian classifier and SVM Medetec medical image database (74 wound
images)

Wannous et al.93 Four types of tissue: granulation, slough,
necrosis, and healthy skin

Color and texture SVM region classifier and
unsupervised color region
segmentation

A dataset containing several hundred color
pictures

Wannous et al.94 Four types of tissue: granulation, slough,
necrosis, and healthy skin

Color and texture Soft-margin SVM classifier
(C-SVM)

A dataset containing several hundred color
pictures

Zahia et al.95 Three types of tissue: granular, slough,
and necrotic

Not applicable A 9-layer CNN containing 3
convolutional layers

A dataset containing 22 pressure wound
images

Rajathi et al.96 Four types of tissue: granulation, slough,
epithelial, and necrotic

Not applicable A 4-layer CNN A dataset containing 1,250 varicose ulcer
images

Nejati et al.97 Seven types of tissue: necrotic, healthy
granulation, slough, infected,
unhealthy granulation, hyper
granulation, epithelialization

An 18-dimensional
feature vector
produced by the DNN

AlexNet architecture and
SVM patch-level classifier

Own dataset containing 350 images of
chronic wounds, captured in different
conditions

Pasero and
Castagneri98

Six types of tissue Not applicable SOM A dataset of 92 images from 14 different
patients

Blanco et al.99 Three types of wound tissue:
granulation, fibrin, and necrosis

Not applicable QTDU (a combination of
deep learning models and
superpixel-driven
segmentation methods)

A dataset containing 217 arterial and venous
wound images

Goyal et al.100 Binary classification of ischemia versus
nonischemia and infection versus
noninfection

Not applicable An ensemble CNN model
with SVM

A dataset containing 1,459 DFU images

Niri et al.101 Three types of wound tissue: necrosis,
granulation, and slough

Not applicable A superpixel-wise FCN-32
network

A dataset containing 219 different types of
wound images

RF, random forest; SOM, self-organizing map.
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Wound measurement is one of the most impor-
tant factors of wound analysis systems, and there
exist some computer-based 2D wound analysis
systems. Wang et al.117 developed a wound image
analysis system for diabetics using a smartphone
app as the client, which takes wound pictures with
an image-capturing box, sends them to the server
for analysis, and a PC as a server, where the wound
segmentation is processed. Rogers et al.118 com-
pared the standard ruler measurement (length ·
width) of wound areas with the measurement by
the SilhouetteMobileTM (ARANZ) camera and
claimed that ARANZ gave more accurate results.
Pires and Garcia119 developed a desktop applica-
tion (compatible with Android platform) for wound
area measurement from an image captured by a
smartphone camera. Oduncu et al.120 developed
computer software that can segment the wound
boundary, approximate VLU position, and find the
amount of slough tissue within that wound from a
2D image.

Some computer-based systems focus on broader
areas than wound analysis. For example, a wound
analysis and management application named
WITA has been developed by Filko et al.,40 which
can classify three types of tissue (necrotic, slough,
and granulation) based on color information.
This application has a database that contains
three types of records: patient, wound, and ex-
amination. Wound areas, color segmented wound
tissues, and healing scores were measured by
Wang et al.121 using three physical components:
an image capturing box, laptop, and smartphone.
They applied an augmented mean-shift-based
algorithm from their previous work122 for wound
area determination. The red–yellow–black color
model was used for wound tissue classification.
Kieser and Hammond123 developed a software
named ARANZ, which provides rapid, accu-
rate, noncontact wound measurements, and data
management.

3D wound analysis systems. Computer-based
3D wound analysis systems are less explored in the
literature as compared with 2D image-based sys-
tems. Three-dimensional images of diabetic feet
were used for remote assessment (length, depth,
volume, etc.) of DFU. Bowling et al.9 developed
such a novel optical system, with which they were
able to provide a color-calibrated, 3D image of the
wound and surrounding tissues, but there were
limitations with this system, such as the inability
to show exudation and moistness. Chang et al.61

developed a multimodal sensor system combining
RGB imaging, thermal imaging, 3D imaging, and
chemical sensing for PU wound measurement and
management. They developed a computer graphi-
cal user interface and web portal to organize wound
measurement and data analysis, clinical deci-
sion making, and telehealth support. Nixon and
Moore124 referred to a 3D system named Silhou-
ette, which can measure wound volumes, depths,
and perimeters. The critical components of this
system are a 3D camera, 3D model creating system,
and internet-based record system. A product of
eKare, named inSight 3D Measurement Mod-
ule,125 can measure the area, length, width, depth,
and volume of wounds from a 3D model captured by
the system. This product is iPhone or iPad based,
which uses infrared light for scanning. Wound-
vision126 has a multimodal imaging technology
named Scout, which can perform limited 3D mea-
surements on wound images. A 3D wound assess-
ment tool has been developed by Wannous et al.127

for wound measurement and three-class classifi-
cation (necrosis, slough, and granulation) of wound
tissues. Callieri et al.128 developed a 3D system
(Derma) for evaluating skin lesions over time. This
computer software provides a single interface for
patient data management, 3D scanning of the le-
sion region, wound measurement, and comparison.
A comparison between 2D and 3D measurements
of DFU wound areas over 8 weeks was carried out

Table 7. Wound imaging systems

System Name/Description Scope of the System Tools Used (For Implementation and/or Validation)

PFID for diabetic patients.109 Produces three color images with different lighting conditions
(diffuse, medial directed, and lateral directed) from each pair
of feet.

Camera module, light sources (LEDs), mirror, glass plate, foot
supports, lid, and computer

PFID.110 Can take diabetic foot photos and remotely monitor the DFU
healing.

Camera module, light sources, mirror, glass plate, foot supports,
and a computer

WMD with a custom mobile
software
(WoundSuite).112

Can calculate wound surface area. Smartphone, four laser diods

SnapCap System for chronic
wound photography.113

Can capture digital image of wound without any hand-holding
device. Can tag and transfer the images to a patient’s EMR.

Google Glass (IMU, Microphone, Infrared Sensor, Eyepiece, and
Camera), android smartphone

EMR, electronic medical record; PFID, photographic foot imaging device; WMD, wound measurement device.
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by Jørgensen et al.,59 where a novel 3D camera and
its corresponding software were used to monitor
DFU wound healing. The related software can
measure 2D area, 3D area, perimeter, and volume of
the wound. This study shows that 3D wound area
measurement is more useful in monitoring DFU
healing, particularly in large wounds. Table 8 pres-
ents a summary of the computer systems developed
for both 2D- and 3D-based wound assessments.

Mobile-based wound analysis systems
Mobile devices for wound assessment are bene-

ficial for the convenience of use, but they can be
very challenging because of some difficulties in

environmental lighting, background noise, and
photo quality. In this subsection, we briefly sum-
marize some mobile applications developed for
wound assessments. Some apps are made only for
wound image capturing. For example, Yap et al.129

developed a foot imaging app called ‘‘FootSnap’’
using the iPad to standardize image capturing of
the plantar surface of diabetic feet.

There are some mobile apps developed specifi-
cally for wound measurement and detection. A
mobile wound analyzer application named MOWA
was reviewed by Manuel Dujovny in Dujovny,130

which can calculate three tissue colors (black,
yellow, and red), ulcer size, and wound edge di-

Table 8. Computer software development in wound care

System Name/Description Scope of the System Platform
Tools Used (for Implementation

and/or Validation)

3D imaging device9 Can capture the 3D image of the wound and its surrounding
tissues, which allows a clinician for the accurate
measurements of wound length, depths, volume, surface
area, surface curvature, and colors.

Computer software A flat white plastic disc with a biocompatible
glue pad on one side and a black optical
pattern on the other

WITA40 Can classify three types of tissues: necrotic, slough, and
granulation; and measure wound dimensions.

Computer software C# programming language and .NET
Framework

A 3D wound assessment tool59 Can measure 2D area, 3D area, perimeter, and volume of the
wounds.

Computer software A 3D camera consists of a projector and
three cameras

Multimodal sensor system for
PU wound assessment61

Provides multimodal analysis and assessment, including
wound segmentation, tissue classification, 3D wound size
measurement (length, width, depth, surface, volume),
thermal profiling (blood flow and metabolic activities),
multi-spectral analysis (oxygen saturation), and chemical
sensing (skin odor measurement).

Computer System and Web
Portal

A hand-held probe (Chemical sensor, light
source, RGB and Depth camera,
Hyperspectral camera, Thermal camera)
with computer system.

Asymmetry analysis for diabetic
foot complications114

Can detect diabetic foot complications from thermal images Computer software Thermal imaging modality with an IR camera,
FLIR SC305, and a commercial digital RGB
camera

Asymmetry analysis-based
overlapping for foot ulcer
examination115

Can detect inflammation and predict foot ulcer from
asymmetric thermal distribution analysis

Computer software FLIR A320 (a high-resolution thermal
camera), MATLAB

Automated detection of diabetic
foot complications116

Can detect signs of diabetic foot diseases by measuring
temperature from infrared thermal image

Computer software MATLAB; an experimental setup (normal
camera, thermal camera, LEDs, PT1000
resistor, heating resistors, etc.)

Wound image analysis system
for diabetics117

Can segment the wound area. Computer software (server)
and Android mobile
application (client)

Smartphone, image capture foot box, GPU

Mobile application for wound
area assessment119

Can measure wound area and wound contours from an
image.

Computer software
(compatible with Android
platform)

Smartphone, OpenCV

Skin wound image analysis120 Can segment the wound boundary, approximate the position
of VLU, and find the slough tissue amount.

Computer Software A digital video camera (Panasonic NVDX 100
B) and a Fuji color scale

An automatic assessment
system for DFU121

Can measure wound area, color segmented wound area, and
healing score.

Computer software Image capturing box, laptop, smart-phone,
router with a peer-to-peer mode

The ARANZ Medical
Silhouette123

Can measure wound surface area, depth, volume, and wound
edge contour. Also collects and processes wound data,
clinical history, prior treatment plans, etc.

Computer software A handheld PDA that uses laser technology.

A complete 3D wound
assessment tool127

Can perform wound measurement and tissue classification
(granulation, slough, and necrosis).

Computer software Digital camera, Macbeth color pattern

Derma128 Provides a single interface to manage patient data (Oracle
DBMS), 3D scanning, and wound measurement (wound
length, volume, and surface; color segmentation) and
comparison. Can measure and access the time evaluation
of chronic wounds.

Computer software A laser triangulation 3D scanner (Minolta
VI910)

2D, two-dimensional; PDA, personal digital assistant.
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mensions. Fraiwan et al.131 developed a smart-
phone app for ulcer detection. This app requires a
mobile thermal camera (FLIR ONE) for image ac-
quisition, and based on temperature difference, it
can detect ulcerous areas on the feet. The authors
in Anisuzzaman et al.36 presented an automated
wound localizer from 2D wound images and de-
veloped an iOS mobile application that can localize
wound images. Figure 4 shows the pipeline of
wound image localization using the above.

Some other smartphone apps are designed for
wound healing assessments. For example, Het-
tiarachchi et al.132 developed an android mobile
application for wound segmentation and monitor-
ing chronic wounds’ healing. Friesen et al.133 de-
veloped an android app for chronic wound care that

can add a new patient, store the patient informa-
tion, update wound assessments, store clinical
wound history, and provide a week-by-week com-
parison. Table 9 presents a summary of mobile
applications built for wound assessments.

Practical significance
AI-based systems significantly reduced the time,

money, and labor requirements in the field of
wound care. The above-discussed systems are used
for assisting wound care teams for performing
wound measurement, wound classification, wound
bed tissue analysis, wound healing prediction
rate, developing treatment algorithms, and wound
management using different technologies. AI-based
systems have many practical clinical possibili-

Figure 4. A developed mobile application that can capture a wound image and find the corresponding ROI. The mobile application is developed on a trained
deep-learning model that can localize wound ROI automatically. ROI, region of interest. Wound image courtesy of WallpaperFlare.141

Table 9. Mobile application development in wound care

System Name/
Description Scope of the System Platform

Tools Used (for Implementation
and/or Validation)

FootSnap129 Can capture standardize image of the sole of the diabetic
foot.

iOS mobile application iPad

MOWA130 Can calculate ulcer size, dimension of wound edges, and
three tissue colors. Can also suggest therapeutic treatment
advice per the international guideline.

iOS and Android mobile
application

Smartphone

Mobile application for ulcer
detection131

Can detect ulcer area and ulcer location. Android mobile
application

Samsung S6 smart phone and FLIR ONE
mobile thermal camera

Mobile based wound
measurement132

Can segment the wound area. Android mobile
application

Samsung Galaxy Tab

A mHealth application for
PU documentation133

Provides three benefits: (1) remote consultation, (2) data
organization and analysis, and (3) tutorial support for
caregivers who are not specialized in wound care.

Android mobile
application

Android smartphones

MOWA, Mobile wound analyzer.
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ties, which includes standardization of care, patient
self-management, workflow improvement for care-
giver, care connectivity across the health contin-
uum, and education and awareness among patients
and providers.134 Many AI-based systems are cur-
rently being used by wound professional across the
world to improve wound care outcomes and health-
related quality of life in patients suffering from acute
and chronic nonhealing wounds. A smartphone-
based system named Minuteful for Wound135 de-
veloped by Healthy.io is used by tens of thousands of
patients across United States, United Kingdom, and
Israel.136 The ARANZ Medical’s Silhouette is used in
19 wound facilities, clinics, and hospitals, including
Complete Family Foot Care, United States; King’s
College Hospital, United Kingdom; Capital & Coast
District Health Board, NZ, etc.137

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Computational approaches and associated soft-
ware and hardware are in great demand for ana-
lyzing wound images, classifying wound tissue
types, measuring wound dimensions, and moni-
toring changes in the wound over time. However,
this process is very time consuming and subject to
intra- and inter-rater variability when done man-
ually. So, building an intelligent system for wound
measurement, diagnosis, and prognosis can save a
lot of clinician time, reduce economic burden, and
increase patient quality of life.

This review summarizes the current literature
on wound measurement, wound classification, and
various software and hardware systems developed
for wound care. Image-based wound data are only
considered in this review as there exists very little
work on text-based wound data. By reviewing the
wound measurement and wound classification lit-
erature, we summarized the current state of sci-
ence, reviewed the datasets used, methodology
developed, and critically listed the study’s limita-
tions. Finally, all the developed systems and their
scope, the platform on which these systems were
built, and the tools used for developing these sys-
tems are briefly discussed in this review.

For better diagnosis and treatment, wound care
experts often must work with multimodal data
such as 2D RGB images, 3D shape models, and
clinical text notes. To the best of our knowledge, no
work has utilized all modalities (images, shapes,
texts) mentioned in the wound care domain, but
some work uses some multimodality data. Chang
et al.,61 Zhang et al.,138 Bodo et al.,139 and Wang
et al.140 used multimodality for cutaneous wound
measurement and healing.

Looking into the future, we expect that wound
assessment from a good combination of multi-
modality wound data is highly demanded for clinical
diagnosis, prognosis, and management. As data-
driven technologies, such as deep learning, are be-
ing intensively used, building public and large da-
tasets of wounds with proper labeling is another
fundamental task in computational and clinical
wound analysis. Applying the latest AI algorithms
on these multimodality datasets and mobile devices
will provide a remote and intelligent wound care
system. The system will be incredibly beneficial for
health care staff members in wound care teams and,
most importantly, enhance the quality of life of pa-
tients suffering from debilitating wounds.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

2D ¼ two-dimensional
3D ¼ three-dimensional

3DWM ¼ three-dimensional wound
measurement

AI ¼ artificial intelligence
CNN ¼ convolutional neural network
DFU ¼ diabetic foot ulcer

EHRs ¼ electronic health records
FCM ¼ Fuzzy C-mean clustering
FCN ¼ fully convolutional neural network
HSV ¼ hue-saturation-value
KNN ¼ K-nearest neighbor
mAP ¼ mean average precision

MAVIS ¼ Measurement of Area and Volume
Instrument System

MDS ¼ multidimensional scaling analysis
MLP ¼ multilayered perceptrons

MOWA ¼ mobile wound analyzer
PFID ¼ photographic foot imaging device

PU ¼ pressure ulcer
RBF ¼ radial basis function

RF ¼ random forest
ROI ¼ region of interest

SFM ¼ structure from motion
SLIC ¼ simple linear iterative clustering

SOM ¼ self-organizing map
SVM ¼ support vector machine
VLU ¼ venous leg ulcer
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